RESPONSE 19.11.2010
Introduction
This response is relating to the updated proposal put forward by Newcastle City
Council 16.11.2010 (pm) to improve cycling on the North-South axis through the city
centre, on the so-called RED route. (Please note we send in a query about the
strategic routes, separate to this response.)
This task group meeting was taken out of the Newcastle Cycling Forum to allow
detailed discussions of plans on the RED route in particular.
We understand that the future of Percy Street (GREEN route) is currently ‘under
consideration’ by the council.
Summary comment
We thank Newcastle City Council for making plans to physically improve cycling
conditions in the city centre at discrete locations. We value this as part of a
progressive plan towards a cycle-friendly Newcastle. A cycle strategy with a clear
cycling vision and integration of cycling into the planning context, early inclusion of
cyclists in consultation must be at the very heart of the overall improvement.
Many of these problems now proposed to be improved have been known to the council
for a number of years.
For full effect any engineering improvement scheme must be combined with education
and enforcement initiatives. We are looking forward to working with our council on
those aspects too.
Detailed comments
In the absence of a design specifications or standard detail drawings relating to
cycling, we would like to make the following comments.
Location-specific comments - starting in the South
1. By continuing the two-directional west-side crossing over the Tyne Bridge towards
Swan House roundabout, the route seeks to formalise and strengthen the current
line of desire many cyclists instinctually favour; an approach we welcome.
2. Swan House/Pilgrim St is proposed as shared and segregated as shown on the
plan. It must be noted that the shared space is at pinch points and is likely to
cause conflict situations with pedestrians. A re-design of the traffic light would
possibly alleviate this conflict.
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3. Robust surfacing (bitmac or similar) for cycle paths has been specified which we
welcome.
4. The paths width of 4m should be adequate for two-way cycle traffic for the time
being.
5. Can it be confirmed that the widths stated allow for adequate street cleaning and
winter maintenance to take place?
6. We note the jug-handle assisted crossing as previously proposed has been
removed. Could you tell us the reason for that? It was decided to determine
appropriate dimensions for the jug handle feature and the layout plotted against
space available, and we had offered our assistance. Has this been done?
7. We would welcome road space allocation in favour of safer cycling in Pilgrim Street
x Market Street. Combining the current two lanes into one would give adequate
space for cyclists for safe use of the ASL.
8. It is good to see the ramp removed from this proposal as it was of very limited
benefit to cyclists. We would like to understand where in the city centre the allayed
£30k or so could now be expended.
9. The updated proposal also does not include improvements at a common danger
spot: John Dobson St x Saville (southbound), left turn arrow. Is this progressed
outside this work?
10.We are intrigued by the John Dobson St x Northumberland Road proposal and wish
this to be a success. Traffic reduction and calming should be at the forefront in the
medium term.
11.We understand that a common danger spot St Mary’s Place x John Dobson Street
is progressed outside this proposal. We are looking forward to contributing to this
work. Could you give us a time scale for this?
12.Is the intention of the ASL proposal on St Mary’s (westbound) to open up the link
to the shared path? There is a line of desire (John Dobson St northbound straighton) which should be considered in the ASL layout and not be obstructed.
General comments
Can we inquire about any speed reduction measure planned for the city centre? 20
mph would be a safe speed under certain circumstances for cyclists to share with
motorists. However this would require to be combined with enforcement.
Can we point out that waiting in ASLs is a common sight in the city centre. Taxi and
bus drivers, police and private cars require to be tackled by education and
enforcement. We are looking forward to work with the council on this.
We would like to comment that cyclists are regularly abused by motorists in the city
centre. Bad driving behaviour such as overtaking at dangerously close distance is an
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all too common occurrence. Again partnership working with the police and
enforcement measures should be employed. Behaviour like this is unacceptable and
deters people from cycling.
Has any thought been given to a signing/marking proposal? In the short term we
would be happy to comment on a strong innovative creative signing proposal which is
standing out from the general street clutter and sending a positive message for
cycling. For the long term we would prefer bold and continuous road marking
including elephant feet, rather than signs (adding to and drowning in the general
street clutter)
Although the strategic RED cycle route suggests a one-way system through the city
centre in complementation with the GREEN route, the council’s detailed proposal
(Appendix A), see drawing CCC/10019-0004/4 in Appendix B, shows improvement
work also relating to the opposite travel direction (southwards) i.e. re-marking of
ASLs. We do not fully understand the reasoning for this and have submitted a
separate query on the strategic routes.
The proposal includes:
•

1 No. toucan crossing (to replace existing puffin)

•

6 No. new ASLs

•

o

Market St x2

o

Pilgrim Street at New Bridge Street

o

New Bridge St

o

J Dobson northbound at Café de Vie

o

Northumberland Rd (west)

4 No. refreshed ASLs
o

J Dobson at Northumberland Rd (northbound)

o

J Dobson at Northumberland Rd (southbound)

o

J Dobson meeting St Mary’s Pl (northbound) – increase reservoir

o

St Mary’s Pl (westbound)

•

1 No. elephant feet

•

other measure such dropped kerbs and (re)moving signs
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Long-term plan
Notwithstanding the specifics above, we urge that the bigger picture is also considered
and developed. Only with a vision that is
•

well thought-out

•

well-communicated

•

well-understood

•

pragmatic

•

strategic

•

inspirational

can urban Newcastle become truly cycle-friendly.
The hierarchy of provision i.e. traffic reduction as the first measure must be
integrated into that vision, in fact 1PLAN already supports that view. We would like to
hear more about 1PLAN and how it progresses and develops.
Northumberland St and pedestrianisation to revive the urban core has not been
discussed in this scheme. Educational measures must be built into the city centre
development i.e. we would be happy to support initiatives to foster mutual
understanding and cooperation between all road users.
As commented previously, we are thankful for this additional cycling infrastructure on
this north-south route (red route), but must reiterate, this is the traditional piecemeal
approach that we are striving to avoid in future. This approach only makes sense as
part of a bigger plan when road space re-allocation must take place to make cycling
safe and pleasant, let alone provide a continuous network in the city centre.
This 'city centre cycling improvement plan/programme' or Cycling Strategy woefully
does not currently exist which is entirely unacceptable for Newcastle, the most
sustainable city.
We are looking forward to contributing to the strategy preferably at an early stage as
this is when the vision is set and, so far, the vision coming from the council on cycling
matters has been somewhat uninspiring to the regular cyclist. Over 800 residents
demanded better cycling provision in the centre in a recent petition to the council,
June 2010.
As we are working to improve city cycling on a voluntary basis, we are sure you
understand that our time is limited and we need to be frugal with resources and
excellent time managers. Can you therefore please confirm when you are ready for
the strategy to be shared for comment?
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Here are some of the tried and tested solutions that should be considered.
1. cyclist-friendly green wave/traffic light phasing at 13 mph,
2. cyclists’ red traffic light bypassing when travelling straight on at a T-junction
(1) and on left turns (2), all notwithstanding pedestrians. See below for
illustration. John Dobson St could benefit from this feature.

3. One-way streets could be opened up to cyclists, or streets could be made into
one-way systems to reallocate gained road space to cycle lanes.
4. Count-down at traffic lights or traffic light approach speed indicators must be
considered.
The above are not unusual measures and use proven methods and technologies.
Again, we would welcome to be involved in the drawing up of any detailed and
strategic solutions for our city centre.
Appendices
APPENDIX A – NCC Strategic route map
APPENDIX B – CCC/10019-0004/4 detailed proposal for RED route

By Katja Leyendecker on behalf of the Newcastle Cycling Campaign 19.11.2010
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APPENDIX A – NCC Strategic route map
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APPENDIX B – CCC/10019-0004/4 detailed proposal for RED route
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